
EQF-Note  2014-08-16 

 

Background for these notes is: 

Chris van Tienhoven: Encyclopedia of Quadri-Figures  

http://www.chrisvantienhoven.nl/ 

 

Angle Bisectors of a Quadrigon  

 

It is well-known, that the angle bisectors of a 

quadrigon give a cyclic quadrigon. Here is 

described the EQF-geometry of this constellation 

with calculations in barycentric coordinates. 

Reference triangle is the Quasi Isogonal Triangle 

QG-Tr3 (see QFG-messages 343 and 345). 

 

 
 

The Reference Triangle 

 

Here an unusual reference triangle is used: QG-Tr3 with vertices 

A and B in the intersections of opposite QG-sidelines and the 

Quasi Isogonal Crosspoint C=QG-P18 (see QFG-message 343). 

A quadrigon then is defined by one vertex such as )::(4 wvuP :  

P2 is the isogonal conjugate of P4 wrt QG-Tr3, 

P1 is the intersection of A.P4 and B.P2, 

P3 is the intersection of A.P2 and B.P4. 

In this way the quadrigon gets the vertices: 

),²:²:²(),²:²:²²( 21 uvcwubvwaPuwcuvcwaP    

).::(),²:²²:²( 43 wvuPvwcwbuvcP    

Using the abbreviations  

²²2²²²,²²² wauwSucBwbvwSvcA BA   , 

the Miquel Point QL-P1 has the coordinates 

)²:)(²:)(²(1 uvABcvBuAuAbvBuAvBaPQL    

and the 1
st
 Steiner Axis (see QL-Tf1) gets the equation 

0))((²²  zvBuAbaabvByacuAxbc . 
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The Schmidt Circle (see QL-Tf1) has the equation 

²)²)²((

²)²)(²(

zuvABcvBuAabab

avBybuAxavBbuAc




 

))((²2 zxyzxyabxySuvABc C    

0)²²)((2  zByvSaAxuSbvBuA AB    
and the fixed points QL-2P3 of the Clawson-Schmidt Conjugate 

QL-Tf1, which are the intersections of the Schmidt Circle and 

the 1
st
 Steiner Axis, have the coordinates 
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Also the Clawson- Schmidt Conjugate (CSC) is acceptable:     

)::( zyx  

²)²2²²(²)²²)²(²((²( zbyzSycvBzbyzbaxycuAvBa A   

 ²)²2²²(²)²²)²(²((²(: zaxzSxcuAzaxzbaxycvBuAb B   

  ))²²²(²: xyczxbyzauvABc   . 

 

The Two Cyclic Quadrigons 

 

The inner / outer angle bisectors of the quadrigon P1P2P3P4 give 

two cyclic quadrigons with vertices in the incenters and 

excenters of the QL-triangle components (excenters wrt A, B): 

),,,(),,,( 21122112 BPPExYBPPInX    

),,,(),,,( 32233223 APPExYAPPInX    

),,,(),,,( 43344334 BPPInYBPPExX    

),,,(),,,( 14411441 APPInYAPPExX    

with coordinates: 

)²::))(((, 1212 AucAbcuBbwcvAawaYX   , 

),²:))((:(, 2323 BvcAawcuBbwbBacvYX    

)::)((, 3434 AcwAbwBbwcvAcuYX  , 

):)(:(, 4141 BcwAawcuBcvBawYX  .  

 

(1)   The two cyclic quadrigons have common diagonals. 
 

These common diagonals are angle bisectors of opposite 

sidelines of the reference quadrigon, intersecting in the incenter 

)::( cbaI  of the reference triangle QG-Tr3. 

 

(2)   The two cyclic quadrigons have centers on the 1
st
 

Steiner Axis. 

 

These centers are 

BAawcucbaacvYX ))(((,     

)))²²²()(²)((())(( cvBuvcwubvwawwvuuvcbaBbwcvcbaa   

BAbwcvcbabcu ))((:     



)))²²²()(²)((())(( cuAuvcwubvwawwvuuvcabAawcucbab 

)))((²))((²: BAbwcvcbaucBAawcucbavc    

 

(3)   The two cyclic quadrigons have circumcircles 

perpendicular to the Schmidt Circle. They are CSC-

invariant. The radical axis is the 2
nd

 Steiner Axis. 

 

(4)   The homothetic centers of the two circumcircles are the 

intersections of the common diagonals and the 1
st
 Steiner 

Axis. 

 

These two centers are CSC-partners with the coordinates: 

)²::)()((( uAcbcuAvBcbauAbaa  , 

 )²:)()((:( vBcuAcbavBbabacvB  . 

They lie harmonic with the midpoints of the circumcircles of the 

cyclic quadrigons. 

 

(5)   The 3
rd

 diagonals of the cyclic quadrigons intersect in 

the excenter Ic of the reference triangle. 

 

(6)   The Morley Points (QL-P2) of the cyclic quadrigons lie 

on the Newton Line QL-L1 of the reference quadrigon. 

 

(7)   The Miquel Points (QL-P1) of the cyclic quadrigons lie 

concyclic … 

… with the Schmidt Pair of Points QL-2P3, 

… with the vertices QG-2P2 of QG-Tr3, 

… with the incenter and the excenter Ic of QG-Tr3 as 

diametral points. 

 

This interesting QG-circle is CSC-invariant with the equation: 

0²))((²  abzzbxaybaxyc . 

The circle is also perpendicular to the two circumcircles of the  

cyclic quadrigons. 
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(8)    The Miquel Points of the cyclic quadrigons lie collinear 

with the second intersection of the 1
st
 Steiner Axis and the 

circumcircle of QG-Tr3 (midpoint  of the excenters Ia and Ib). 

 

The Miquel Points are the second intersections of XI and YI with 

this circle under (7). 

The coordinates of the Miquel Points are: 

 ))()()()()((( bwcvBcbaawcuAbabwcvBa     

))()()())(((: awcuAcbabwcvBbaawcuAb     

)))(²(: bwcvawcucBA  . 

There is an inversion, changing the Schmidt Pair of Points QL-

2P3 and these Miquel Points. The corresponding circle is 

centered on the 3
rd

 diagonal of the reference quadrigon in  

)0:)():)()( awcuuAcbabbwcvvBcbaa  .  

 

(9)     The centers X, Y of the cyclic quadrigons are the 

Double Points of a QA-Line Involution QA-Tf1 on the 1
st
 

Steiner Axis.     

 

1
st
 pair of points:  

intersections S and S´ of the 1
st
 Steiner Axis and the 

angle bisectors of QG-Tr3 at A and B (see (1), (4)). 

2
nd

 pair of points:  

… let M and M´ be the midpoints of circles centered on 

the 1
st
 Steiner Axis and containing opposite vertices of 

the quadrigon,  

… let D be the second intersection of the 1
st
 Steiner Axis 

and the circumcircle of QG-Tr3 (see (8)), 

… let Ci be a circle round D orthogonal to the Thales 

circle of MM´, 

… the intersections N and N´ of Ci and the 1
st
 Steiner 

Axis are the 2
nd

 pair of points. 

 

 
Eckart Schmidt    

 http://eckartschmidt.de 

eckart_schmidt@t-online.de 
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